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• Native Instruments plug-in for all MASCHINE virtual instruments (PRO & S8) (starting with MASCHINE 2 and MASCHINE
2 PLUS) • *Create analog sounding basslines and melodies with the digital 303 • Uses the original waveforms to produce
authentic sounds • For live performance, use the built-in sequencer to trigger your pre-recorded sequences • Specially designed
digital oscillators deliver precise, authentic analog synth sounds • Use the pitch, pulse or sample waveforms to play over your
basslines • Use a variety of effects to make your sound unique • Set various parameters for each preset, including patch
parameters • Modify the pitch of your sounds as you play using the pitch bend control • Use a pitch-envelope to add variety to
your melodies • Adjust the attack, decay, release, and sustain for each note, and create your own lead sounds • Play each sound
as an individual patch in your preset bank • Use multisampling for maximum FX flexibility and control • Load any sound as a
user preset in your own bank • Load synths as user presets or use the built-in sample player to play real-world sounds • Adjust
the EQ for each of your synth sounds using the high-pass, low-pass, or band-pass controls • Use amp models for all of your
synth sounds, or add a DI to your VCO, VCF or VCA to simulate a tube amp or valve amplifier • Use the modulation matrix to
modulate the frequency and pitch of each of your synth sounds • Automatically match the pitch of the selected track to the
virtual synth sound being played • All of your synth sounds can be automated with parameter automation • Adjust the stereo
panning of each synth sound • Modulate the filter cutoff frequency to create a synth sound similar to a classic vintage synth or
Korg synthesizer • Use the synth envelope to modulate the attack time and decay time of each synth sound • Adjust the filter
cutoff resonance for each synth sound • Use the pan mode to automate the panning and the master output • Program the delay
time for each synth sound • Use the synth echo to create dynamic effects • Use the synth modulation matrix to control the
filters, outputs, amp models, VCA, VCF and VCO of each synth sound • Add a Multiply filter to create swirling and modulating
synth sounds • Use the unison or chorus mode

Alien 303 

- the sound spectrum is extended by using of digital oscillators and various analog effects (box chorus, phaser, swell, lo-fi) -
special digital oscillators with precise sound; you will be able to use this effect to create precise sound chains for your dubstep
basslines - the new "lofi" mode adds a distortion with a lo-fi sound - the new "saturator" mode adds "futurist" sound to your
creations; this mode allows you to use impulses in your music - phasing can be applied to the oscillators to create the wetter
sound; this feature is very convenient in producing synthetic leads and arpeggios - the oscillators can be set independently; this
way you can create a beautiful sounding unison - the synth can use multiple oscillators simultaneously; you can set both unison
and stereo sound for each oscillator - you can use effects separately to modulate the oscillators; this way you can create unusual
synth sounds - you can modify different parameters of the effect box of the oscillators; this way you can create an analog like
saturation effect, apply a phaser effect or use unison or chorus sound - you can add a delay effect (box delay) to the oscillators
or the synth as a whole - you can use monophonic or polyphonic synth mode; the polyphonic mode allows you to use even more
oscillators simultaneously - you can modulate all the parameters of the filters using the modulation matrix or a pre-configured
bank; this way you can create dirty leads, stabs or tight melodies - if needed, you can transform the synth into phase-modulated
mode; in this mode, the oscillators are modulated by the envelope or the rate-modulation; this way you can use different lead
sounds - when necessary, you can add the harmonizer or the phaser; the harmonizer is a strong square-wave oscillator which will
generate the classic quarter-tones from an original sinus tone; this way you will be able to create fat dance leads - the phaser can
be applied to the oscillators or to the synth as a whole; this way you can use the phaser to generate the basslines for your heavy
acid tracks or for a nice transition from a toned lead to a fat acid bass line - the synth can be set to polyphony or to mono mode;
the polyphony mode allows you to use all the oscillators simultaneously; this 77a5ca646e
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- 303 emulation. - 2 Overdub oscillators with preamp. - Dynamic randomness generator. - 3 Digital chorus units. - 2 PWM
voltage controlled noise oscillators. - 2 VCA to 3 VCA multiple effect. - Analog/digital mixer. - Tape/MIDI recording. - Built-in
sequencer. - Fruity oscillator bank. - 2 external oscillators. - 2 LFOs. - 4 modulations with modulation matrix (Fuzz, Modulation
depth, Modulation Rate, Modulation speed) - 2 arpeggiators (Reverse, Pad). - 2 powerful, old school analog Delay. -
USB-2-MIDI interfaces - 4 audio inputs. - 5 audio outputs. - Built-in effects: - Reverb. - Phaser. - Compression. - EQ. - Special
filters. - Chorus. - Envelope. - Analog chorus. - Chord chart. - MIDI-2-USB interface. - VST 2.6 support. 1. Classic 303 Bass!
When you combine the power of the alien 303 with this powerful oscillator and the analog chorus, you will create something
special and crazy! 2. Very accurate emulation of the classic 303 sound. 3. 2 Overdub oscillators with preamp and compressor. 4.
Dynamic randomness generator. 5. Several digital chorus units. 6. 2 PWM voltage controlled noise oscillators. 7. 2 VCA to 3
VCA multiple effect. 8. Analog/digital mixer. 9. Tape/MIDI recording. 10. Multi-tracks playback. 11. Built-in sequencer. 12.
Fruity oscillator bank. 13. 2 external oscillators. 14. 2 LFOs. 15. 4 modulations with modulation matrix (Fuzz, Modulation
depth, Modulation Rate, Modulation speed) 16. 2 arpeggiators (Reverse, Pad). 17. 2 powerful, old school analog Delay. 18. 2
super-powerful analog chorus. 19. 2 powerful, old school analog reverbs. 20. Additional synth features: - Reverb. - Chorus. -
Compression. - EQ. - 3 audio input channels

What's New In Alien 303?

Do you want to create psy-trance basslines easily? Do you want to turn your creativity into reality? The Alien 303 is the ideal
solution for you! The Alien 303 is a software based on the 303 analogue synthesizer. It offers a range of virtual instruments and
effects which are connected to the 303 model and built into the software. The Alien 303 is a powerful production solution for
the creation of any kind of sounds and basslines of any genre. The most important features: Higher quality sound with higher
sound resolution than the 303 analogue synthesizer Open architecture: the Alien 303 can be used with any software like
synthesizers, samplers or drum machines with any soundcard Detailed manual with detailed audio & software instructions in
PDF file Detailed manual with detailed audio & software instructions in PDF file The sounds of the Alien 303 can be used
together with all other synthesizers, drum machines and samplers Alien 303 Special: The combination of virtual oscillators and
excellent analog filters give you the opportunity to create unique and powerful sounds easily Up to 12 filters in unison and
chorus modulated by both oscillators Exotic analog circuits Two-oscillators at once LFOs for waveform and pitch modulation
Digital effects like distortion, reverb, compression, chorus etc. You have lots of possibilities to create and sound of any genre
from acid, acid house, tech house, to drum & bass or hard house. This software is a digital simulation of the 303 analogue
synthesizer and it's built using high-end technologies. The Alient 303 is not a clone of the 303 analogue synthesizer. It doesn't
copy its sound and the audio quality. The Alien 303 has its own sound profile. The Alien 303 offers a lot of features which are
not available in the 303 analogue synthesizer. The Alien 303 includes the following modules: The module of the Alien 303 is
developed to the highest standards. It is based on the top notch technologies. The audio quality is so excellent, that you will be
able to create basslines easily. How to Install Alien 303: 1. Install the demo version of Alien 303 to your PC 2. Transfer all the
files of the demo version to the software version of Alien 303 3. Perform a backup with the installation CD, so you won't lose
any important data during the software update process 4. Install the Alien 303 software Alien 303 Questions and Answers: 1.
How to install Alien 303? Please use the following steps to install the Alien 303 to your computer. 1. Install the Alien 303 Demo
to your computer. 2. Transfer all files to the Alien 303 version. 3. Perform a backup with the installation CD, so you won't lose
any important data during the software update process. 4. Install
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System Requirements:

OS: Windows XP/Vista/7/8/8.1/10 Processor: Intel Pentium 2.0GHz or equivalent; RAM: 256MB Video Card: 128MB DirectX
9.0/10.0 compatible card (AMD ATI Radeon X1950+, Intel GMA X3100, etc.) Hard Disk: 18MB of free space Sound Card:
DirectX 9.0/10.0 compatible DirectX: DirectX 9.0c/10.0c Network: Broadband Internet connection
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